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Primary sequences of proteinlike copolymers: Levy-flight–type long-range correlations
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We consider the statistical properties of primary sequences of two-letterHP copolymers (H for hydrophobic
andP for polar! designed to have water soluble globular conformations withH monomers shielded from water
inside the shell ofP monomers. We show, both by computer simulations and by exact analytical calculation,
that for large globules and flexible polymers such sequences exhibit long-range correlations which can be
described by Levy-flight statistics.
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In Refs. @1,2#, a new approach to the design of speci
primary sequences for theHP-copolymers consisting of mo
nomeric units of two types~hydrophobic,H and polar,P)
has been proposed by some of the present authors. U
some other methods of sequence design known in the lit
ture ~see review@3# and references therein!, the approach in
question does not aim to mimic folding into one particu
conformation. The goal is to model simpler and more rob
property of proteins, such as their ability to stay dissolv
and shield their hydrophobic monomers from water. The
sence of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. We start w
an arbitrary computer-generated globular conformation o
homopolymer chain@formed due to the strong attraction o
monomer units, Fig. 1~a!# and perform a ‘‘coloring’’ proce-
dure: monomer units in the core of the globule~having many
neighbors! are set to beH-units while monomer units be
longing to a globular surface~where the number of neighbor
is smaller! are assigned to be ofP-type, Fig. 1~b!. Then the
obtained primary sequence is fixed, uniform attraction
monomer units is removed and newly genera
HP-copolymer is ready for the further investigation@Fig.
1~c!#. Thus, obtained macromolecules areproteinlike in the
sense that they mimic segregation of globule into hydrop
bic core and stabilizing hydrophilic envelope. The propert
of proteinlike copolymers were examined in Refs.@1,2,4,5#;
see also Refs.@6,7# for possible ways of experimental rea
ization.

In this Rapid Communication, we address correlations
tweenH- and P-units along the proteinlike sequences. Th
may shed light on the conditions which must be met by
sequence to provide for the water solubility of globules,
issue of great potential relevance to our understanding
early evolution. We show, both by computer simulations a
by exact analytical calculation, that correlations have a lo
range character. More specifically, for the simple model
flexible polymer, they belong to the so-called Levy-flig
statistics.

To begin with, statistical properties of proteinlik
HP-sequences can be assessed computationally by
method similar to that used by Stanley and co-workers@8,9#
in their search for long-range correlations in DNA s
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quences. We choose the ‘‘window’’ of lengthl , move it
step by step along the generatedHP-sequence, and at eac
step count the number ofH units inside the window. This
number, which we write as( i 5 j

j 1l ui is a random variable,
depending on the positionj of the window along the se
quence; hereui is the variable associated with every mon
mer i, such thatui51 if monomeri is H andui50 if it is P.
This random variable has certain distribution. Its average
determined by the overall sequence composition~total num-
bers ofH- and P-monomers!, and its dispersion is easy t
calculate:

D l
2 5 (

i , j 5k

k1l

~^uiuj&2^ui&^uj&!. ~1!

For a completely randomHP-sequence, the value ofD l

scales asl 1/2 with the window width l . The dependence
D l ;l a with a.1/2 would then manifest the existence
long-range correlations.

The result of such calculation for averaging over 20
independent proteinlikeHP-sequences ofN51024 mono-
mer units with 1:1 composition~obtained as in Ref.@2#! is
presented by the squares in Fig. 2. For comparison, the
for two other types of sequences~averaged over 2000 inde
pendent species! are also shown. One of them is a pure
random 1:1 sequence; it demonstratesD l ;l 1/2 scaling.
Comparing this curve with Monte Carlo results we see i
mediately that the proteinlike sequence is not random
some correlations do exist in it. Thus, it is interesting
compare the squares in Fig. 2 and the dashed curve sho
data for the sequence which was called ‘‘random-block’’
Refs.@1,2,4,5#: the lengths ofH- andP-blocks in a sequence

FIG. 1. Sequence design scheme for proteinlike copolymers~a!
homopolymer globule;~b! the same globule after the coloring pro
cedure;~c! proteinlike copolymer in the coil state.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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are determined by the Poisson distributions adjusted
achieve the same 1:1 composition and the same ‘‘degre
blockiness’’ ~average block length! as for a proteinlike
HP-copolymer. This sequence exhibits a somewhat m
rapid variation ofD l at smalll , but ultimately the lawD l

;l 1/2 is obeyed for large values ofl . Nevertheless, this
random-block model is also seen to be unsatisfactory for
statistical behavior of a proteinlike sequence throughout
interval of l examined, 2,l ,500. Although the data do
not fit accurately to any power lawD l ;l a, the slope of the
observedD l dependence corresponds toa significantly
larger than 1/2, up to about 0.85, thus indicating pronoun
long-range correlations in a proteinlike sequence. In w
follows we present an analytical theory which produc
curveD l in Fig. 2 in complete agreement with observation

First of all, let us turn to the origin of long-range correl
tions in the primary sequences forHP-copolymers generate
via the procedure illustrated in Fig. 1. Conceptually, th
problem is fairly easy to address: since sequence in
scheme is uniquely determined by the parent conformat
the statistics of sequences reflects nothing but the statistic
parent conformations, which, in turn, is well understood.
deed, the coloring procedure@Fig. 1~b!# operates in dense
globular conformation. Since we consider very compact p
ent conformations, the statistics of polymer chain conform
tions inside the globule is ideal~Gaussian! according to the
well-known Flory theorem@10#. Therefore, all the statistica
properties of parental conformations, including the corre
tions in the primary sequences produced by coloring pro
dure, can be derived via the solution of diffusion equation
random walks with appropriate boundary conditions.

To understand the fractal aspect of the sequences,
convenient to concentrate on their uninterrupted homo
ored sections and on the points of connection between th
Our coloring procedure~Fig. 1! introduces a separatio

FIG. 2. Dispersion of the number ofH-units in the fragment of
sequence of sizel for the proteinlikeHP-sequence, random co
polymer and random-block copolymer. Results of analytical the
for proteinlike sequence are shown for both continuous approxi
tion ~thick solid line! and for discrete approximation~thin solid
line! @see explanation around Eq.~11!#. Corresponding Monte Carlo
results are presented by squares. There is no adjustable param
involved in the fit, length scalea is uniquely determined by the
geometry of the bond fluctuation model@13#.
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sphere of radiusR* ,R, such that all the units which in the
parent conformation are confined inside this sphere are of
H-type and the units belonging to the shell layerR* ,r ,R
are of theP-type. Therefore, the homocolored section is p
duced in our model by the chain section of the parent c
formation placed entirely in either internal or shell regions
the globule. The probability to have an uninterrupted succ
sion of somek of H-monomer units in the sequence is equ
to the probability that the Gaussian~due to Flory theorem!
polymer has a loop ofk monomer units entirely confined in
the H-region with ends on the separation surface. Simila
the probability to have an uninterrupted succession of somk
of P-monomer units in the sequence is equal to the proba
ity that ideal parental conformation has a loop ofk monomer
units confined within the shellP-region, again with ends on
the separation surface.

To address probability distributionsPH(k) andPP(k), we
begin with simple physical arguments yielding

PH,P~k!.H k23/2, 1,k,S dH,P

a D 2

;

S a

dH,P
D 3

e2lH,Pk, k.S dH,P

a D 2

.

~2!

The upper asymptotic form is valid for short polymer loop
when neither curvature of the separating boundary nor o
all globule shape play any role. In this regime,P(k) is sim-
ply the probability for a random walk to start at the plan
wall and to return to it for the first time afterk steps. This is
a classical probabilistic ‘‘first return’’ problem, for which th
;k23/2 answer is well known@12#. This scaling is valid for
loop sizesaAk much larger than unity but smaller than th
relevant characteristic length scale,dH5R* for the H-loops
inside the inner sphere, ordP5R2R* for theP-loops in the
spherical shell. The second asymptotic form in Eq.~2! indi-
cates that for long polymer loops the functionP(k) decays
exponentially. It is easier to explain this in terms of polym
statistics: to confine a polymer chain ofk monomer units in a
cavity costs some entropyDS, at aAk@d this entropy goes
linearly with k, making the probability, exp(DS), exponential
in k.

Let us now look closer at the cross-over values ofk. In
order to achieve the 1:1 composition,R* must be chosen
such that volumes of internalH- and shellP-regions are the
same, which meansR* 5221/3R'0.8R. The volume fraction
of polymer units in a globule,f, is controlled by the energy
of interactions of monomer units used to prepare pare
conformation. It is clear thatR'0.6aN1/3f21. Therefore,
H-loops remain in the power law long-range correlation
gime up to the lengthk,0.24N2/3f22, while for P-loops this
cross-over occurs somewhat earlier:k,0.015N2/3f22. Thus,
we predict that there should be over a decade of length sc
in which H-loops are still long-range correlated, while on
short-range correlations remain in theP-loops.

Result~2! is sufficient to explain qualitatively correlation
in proteinlike sequences, including the data shown in Fig
Indeed, according to our discussion, a proteinlike seque
can be thought of as an alternating succession ofH- and
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P-stretches, with lengths of stretches taken independe
from the corresponding distributionsPH(k) andPP(k). This
mathematical scheme is called a Levy flight@11#. We con-
clude that the long-range correlations in the primary
quences of proteinlike copolymers are described by L
flight statistics. Furthermore, for thek23/2 behavior ofP(k),
the averaged block length diverges, and, therefore, the v
of D l in the power law regime is controlled by the longe
block, yieldingD l ;l , or a51. This is true as long as bot
H- andP-loops remain in fractal regime. On the other han
when all loops cross-over to exponential distribution,D l

crosses over toa51/2:

D l .H l , for 1,l ,0.015N2/3f22

l 1/2, for l .0.24N2/3f22.
~3!

The cross-over region forD l is very broad, it corresponds t
the situation in whichP-loops are already ‘‘large,’’ while
H-loops are still ‘‘small.’’ Botha51 anda51/2 limits and
wide cross-over agree qualitatively well with computation
data, Fig. 2. This motivates more careful theory, in wh
instead of scaling estimates~2! and ~3!, the expressions in
terms of infinite series, suitable for numerical calculation
obtained.

To develop full analytical theory, it is convenient to u
the random walk terminology to describe parent conform
tion. In this language, for instance,PH(k) is the probability
that the random walker enters a sphere of the radiusR* and
then arrives back to the boundaryfor the first timeafter
‘‘time’’ k. Recall that the statistical weight of all rando
walk trajectories starting at the pointrW0 and arriving afterk
steps at the pointrW, G(rW,kurW0), obeys the diffusion equation

]G~rW,kurW0!

]k
5

a2

6
DG~rW,kurW0!1d~k!d~rW2rW0!, ~4!

wherea2 is the mean square length of one step~the squared
size of one monomer unit along the chain!. To introduce the
condition of first return we have to say that the walker ne
touches the boundary, which is achieved by imposing
boundary condition

G~rW,kurW0!u urWu5R* 50. ~5!

The probability distribution of the ‘‘first return times’’ in
terms ofG is then given as the time-dependent flux of d
fusing particles through the absorbing wall:

PH~k!5U R ds
a2

6

]G

]r U
r 5R*

U, ~6!

where]/]r means the component of gradient normal to
surface, integration is performed over the closed separa
surface, and the absolute value is written to avoid think
about the direction of the flux. The normalization conditi
*PH(k)dk51 is guaranteed by the fact that all diffusin
particles eventually leave through the surface. As regardsrW0,
it should be taken within a distance of ordera from the
separatingR* surface. The problem thus formulated, inclu
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ing Eqs. ~4!–~6!, is easy to solve: we writeG in terms of
bilinear expansionG5(neklncn(rW)cn(rW0) over the eigen-
functions cn satisfying (a2/6)Dcn5lncn with boundary
condition ~5!. Upon spherical integration in Eq.~6!, all an-
gular dependent harmonics vanish, and we arrive at

PH~k!5
pa2

3R* r 0
(
n51

`

n~21!n11sinS np
r 0

R*
D

3expF2
a2

6 S np

R*
D 2

kG . ~7!

The distributionPP(k) can be derived similarly, excep
that now we have to take care of the boundary condition
the outer surface of the globule. To this end, we argue
this condition must be taken in the form

¹ rWG~rW,kurW0!ur 5R50. ~8!

Indeed, formally this condition ensures the constant den
of monomer units throughout the globule for large values
k, as well as breaking of correlations as soon as polym
chain is ‘‘reflected’’ by a globular boundary. Physically, th
boundary condition reflects the fact that there is alway
‘‘sticky layer’’ ~or depletion layer! formed self-consistently
along the internal surface of the globule due to the effect
attraction of monomer units to the outer region where po
mer density is depleted and excluded volume effect is
duced. As long as we are not interested in the structure
surface layer of the globule, we can just replace this layer
effective boundary condition~8!. After calculations for
PP(k) we obtain

PP~k!5
a2R*

3~R2R* !2r 0
(
n51

` zn
2sinS zn

r 02R*

R2R*
D

zn2sinzncoszn

3expF2
a2

6 S zn

R2R*
D 2

kG , ~9!

wherezn satisfieszn5(12R* /R)tanzn .
Finally, to compute the dispersionD l , we note thatuiuj

in Eq. ~1! is the probability that both unitsi and j are of the
H type, which happens if both are located inside theR*
region in the parental conformation. Thus,

^uiuj&5
1

VEV*
d3r E

V*
d3r 0G~rW,u i 2 j uurW0!

5
1

V (
n50

`

elnu i 2 j uS E
V*

d3rcn~rW ! D 2

, ~10!

where G(rW,kurW0) is the Green function satisfying Eq.~4!
with boundary condition~8!, cn andln are the correspond
ing eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Plugging this into
~1!, one arrives at the cumbersome looking expression
D l which is easy to implement numerically; the result
3-3
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plotted in Fig. 2 and shows virtually a perfect fit to th
Monte Carlo data@13#. In fact, this fit may even be some
what fortuitous; indeed, along with diffusion equation~4!,
which is an approximation for the underlying bond fluctu
tion model, we can also switch from summation to integ
tion in Eq. ~1!, yielding

D l
2 56l 2(

n51

`

gS jn
2a2

6R2
l D an , ~11!

where jn satisfies the equation jn5tanjn , an

5@(jnR* /R* )cos(jnR* /R* )2sin(jnR* /R* )#2(11j n
2)/j n

6, and
the function g is defined asg(x)52@x211exp(2x)#/x2.
@Note that the sum in Eq.~11! starts fromn51 and does not
include the ground state, for whichc0 is a constant#. It is
easy to check that Eq.~11! does indeed have asymptot
behavior in accord with Eq.~3!, including a broad cross
over; similarly, Eqs.~7! and~9! agree with Eq.~2!. Numeri-
cally, Eq. ~11! fits pretty well to the data~Fig. 2!, but, we
repeat, best fit is achieved by the cumbersome discrete
mula.

In conclusion, we have shown that proteinlike copolym
generated according to the coloring procedure proposed
lier @1,2# exhibit long-range correlations in the primary s
quences. For the flexible polymers and large enough g
ules, these correlations belong to the Levy-flight statist
This result, first observed in computer experiments, is c
firmed and explained by analytical calculation. Analytic
y

s
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theory suggests that Levy-flight statistics, albeit with
broader cross-over region, is expected even if parental c
formation is not maximally compact, but rather a globu
somewhat closer to theu-point. It becomes clear from ou
model that segregation of globule into a hydrophobic c
and a hydrophilic peel, which is the necessary condition
water solubility, does impose severe restrictions on the
quence, and, therefore, must be manifested in certain co
lations.

However, we would like to emphasize once more that
correlations in the primary sequences obtained above a
to designed synthetic copolymers rather than to real prote
The chains in the core of real proteins do not obey Gaus
statistics~mainly due to the elements of secondary structur!;
therefore, deviations from randomness due to long-range
relations@14# and to regularity@15,16# were found in protein
sequences. Besides, the compact folding of molecules
shown to favor regularity in unit sequences for small glo
ules @16#. Nevertheless, identification of long-range corre
tions in protein sequences is an interesting task which pr
isses to shed light on the evolutionary criteria involved in t
selection of proteins and the role of water solubility amo
them.
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